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ATSR-2 (ALONG TRACK SCANNING RADIOMETER)

Since April 1995

Channels located at 0.55, 0.66, 0.87, 1.6,
3.7,10.8 and 11.9 µm

Pixel size ~ 1 km

Retrievals based on Optimal Estimation
Pc(tc), τ, De, Estimate IWP

Test Retrievals by comparing Ym-Y(Xsol)

De = 3/2 ( vol/projected area) = 2 re

Determine cloud
height via Parallax

RAL
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Optimal Estimation: Rodgers 1976

Bayes Theorem: Maximise the probability of 

retrieved state conditional on the value of the 
measurements and any a priori.

Formally P(x|y,xb,b)

xb a priori information: b elements of the RT 

model such as NWP profiles, surface temp, emission, and 
surface reflection.

Commonly applied to NWP models but

Watts et al. (1998) applied to clouds at RAL.
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    3. Optimal Estimation Theory

Definitions:

 State :  x  = [ τ,De,Pc,f, Ts ]
Measurement  vector: y=[0.87,1.6,3.7,10.8,11.9]

, 

Reflectances (%):, brightness temperatures (K)

M easurem en ts ym, RT m odel  y(x), a pr ior i  xb, f i rst  guess xb

Measurement error covariances Sy: a priori Sx:  K=∇Y(x)

Optical thickness

Crystal size
Cloud-top pressure

Cloud fraction

Surface Temperature
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Optimal Estimation : Rodgers (1976)

J = (y(x)-ym)Sy
-1(y(x)-ym)T + (x-xb)Sx

-1(x-xb)T

Optimal Estimation: Maximise probability ≡ Minimise J

The minimum of J is sought using the Marquardt algorithm; 
initally steepest descent, finally Newton’s Method:

Iterate   xn+1= xn - (∂2J/ ∂x2 + αI)-1 ∂J/ ∂x until δJ=(Jn+1-Jn)<ε

The error estimate of the solution is given by:
S = Dy Sy Dy

T + (DyK-I) Sx (DyK-I)T   ; Dy= (Sx
-1 + K Sy KT)-1 K Sy

-1

The ‘quality of fit’ is given by J(xsolution): Residuals=
Ym-Y(xsolution)
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ATSR-2 RT model: y(x)
Radiative transfer in homogeneous single layer clouds 
with single scatter properties of cloud particles is solved 
using DISORT discrete ordinates method code 
(Wiscombe et. al. Applied Optics,1988, 27 no.12). Since 
this is accurate but far too slow for use in a retrieval 
algorithm, the results are stored in look-up tables and 
cloud radiative properties for a particular viewing 
geometry and state (optical depth, phase and particle 
size) obtained by multi-dimensional linear interpolation.

Inclusion of molecular absorption/scattering, state of the
atmosphere represented by NWP ECMWF profiles. 

Neglect of  aerosol
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Optical Properties
Baran et al. (2001) [Q. J. Roy. Met. Soc. 127, 2395-2416]
Phase function initially modelled on a laboratory derived phase 
function at non-absorbing wavelengths (Volkovitskiy et al. 1980). 
The measured phase function was obtained by measuring the 
angular scattering pattern from an ensemble of non-spherical ice 
crystals. Often called the “VPP” phase function.
The modelled phase function therefore represents scattering 
from a collection of non-spherical ice crystals, which vary in size 
and shape. The scattering model is called the “analytic” phase 
function since it is based on a parametrization of the Henyey-
Greenstein phase function, and is generated from the 
asymmetry parameter.
The asymmetry parameter is generated using the concept of an 
hexagonal ice aggregate (Yang and Liou 1998) which has 
desirable absorption properties. The aggregate concept also 
generates Cext and ω0. See Baran et al. (2001) for further 
details.
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Baran et al, QJ, 127,2395-2416

ATSR θs ML TR

(c) (d)

(e)Roughened Yang (1998) 
aggregate model calculate 
Total Optical Properties: 
At IR ensemble of circular 
cylinders used such that 
de is conserved
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TESTING THE SINGLE-SCATTERING PROPERTIES

If the single-scattering properties were a perfect 
representation of the cirrus cloud radiative properties then 
the measurement residuals Ym-Y(xsolution) should be 
identically equal to zero at ALL ATSR-2 wavelengths 
simultaneously. 

In order to test the single-scattering properties using 
measurement residuals the cirrus cloud vertical and 
horizontal inhomogeneities must be minimized such that 
the term (bt - b) is negligible, this is achieved by selecting 
thin cirrus cloud 

(i.e τ <1). 
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An ATSR-2 nadir 0.65 µm
radiometric 512 x 512 km

image of a region of cirrus cloud. The cirrus
case occurred on the 23rd July 1996 at lat
-28.9o and long -3.7o. The boxed region 

indicates from where the data originate and the
centre line shows the across-track position of 

the measurement residual analysis. The 
ATSR-2 measurements were averaged over a

6 x 6 km box. This image is typical of all 
optically thin cases.    
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Hexagonal Column Residuals

θs=122o (NADIR) θs =154o

FORWARD
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Ice Aggregate with Analytic phase function 
Residuals.

θs=122o (NADIR) θs=154o (FORWARD)
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Quality Control
1. Measurement Residuals << ± 5%(K) at all wavelengths  
simultaneously.

1a. Retrievals 1 < τ < 50

2. Pc < 500 hpa

3. Nadir/Forward retrievals must not vary by more than 
10-15% in terms of De or τ as this would invalidate RT 
assumptions

4. Cloud Fraction = 1.0

5. Retrievals over water only included

6. Cirrus only retrievals
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Convective Cases
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Examples of compact systems
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Tails formed from convection
De

IWP
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De Vs Cloud Temp ? Convective cases
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Tc< 247 K 

Tc > 247 K 

<De>= 41.67 ± 7.78 µm Tc ≤ 247 K

<De>=58.21 ± 7.39 µm for Tc > 247 K

Tc< 245 K
Tc> 245 K
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General Picture: 42 cirrus cases selected
Strongly positive bias in the PDF (ie smaller ice 
crystals associated with colder temperature class) was 
30 and those showing a negative bias was 12

Strong positive bias of De > 5 µm  : 6 cases

Strong negative bias of De > 5 µm : 6 cases

Gross relationship between De and Tc  : Models should 
account for large-scale dynamics and microphysical

behaviour - simple deterministic relationship between 

De and  Tc difficult to justify using this study
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Behaviour of De and IWP as a function of 
distance: are there scaling laws ?

τminτmax

Vs

Xt

Vs

(X2,Y2) (X1,Y1)

Vs
2 = Vh

2 + Vm
2

:(T)

T=Xt/Vs
Xt

2 = (X2 - X1)2 + (Y2- Y1)2 
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τmax = 50 (convective centre, CC) lowest 11.0 µm BT

τmin = 1.0

X2 (CC) = 0 if X2 ≠ 0 then X2 re-scaled so X2 = 0 

De, X and IWP normalized by largest values

• 61 convective cases selected and studied 

• generally found that Xt ~ 50 - 400 km

• T ~ 2 - 6 hrs
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e-1/3X

e-X

e-2X

Segments across all 61 cases 1 case of a convective tale

e-X
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Cloud Height Comparison with Polder

Methods for cloud height determination

1) Geometric cloud height determination
(parallax method)  using ATSR-2 dualview

2) Radiative transfer: Optimal Estimation 
(OE) applied to ATSR-2 scenes

3) Rayleigh cloud pressure derived from
polarized POLDER radiances

NOTE: These Are 3 Physically Independent Methods
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General statistics
59 cases 16053 pixels passed QC

Pdiff = Parallax(1.6) - OE
Fraction of cases rms

67.3 hPa
76.9 hPa
86.7 hPa
94.3 hPa

130.7 hPa

52.5 %
25.4 %
10.2 %

8.5 %
3.4 %

|Pdiff| < 25 hPa
25 hPa < |Pdiff| < 50 hPa
50 hPa < |Pdiff| < 75 hPa

75 hPa < |Pdiff| < 100 hPa
100 hPa < |Pdiff| < 110 hPa
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Cloud pressures (hPa)
Rayleigh(POLDER) and OE(ATSR-2)

1

2

3

4

5

16 × 16

8 × 8

8 × 8

16 × 16

16 × 16

396/868

120/460

139/576

134/372

43/372

268.2±45.6

319.26±52.6

292.77±20.4

281.0±13.4

303.3±22.4

233.4±23.0 -33.3±28.4

328.8±63.3

287.4±15.4

262.4±15.3 -18.6±23.5

257.9±11.2 -45.3±17.5

9.6±23.3

-5.4±19.3

Case Pixel size (after/before QC)
Pixels OE Rayleigh Rayleigh-OE
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Comparisons with UM: Pc(hPa)
Apr-Sep OE(ATSR-2) UM
20N-20S 248.3 ± 65.9

0-20S
20N-0

Oct-Mar
20N-20S
20N-0
0-20S

OE(ATSR-2) UM

247.1 ± 65.0
252.3 ± 68.3 249.7 ± 73.0

232.6 ± 70.2
236.3 ± 71.2

234.4 ± 77.0
236.1 ± 80.6
235.0 ± 78.3

234.3 ± 66.0
259.7 ± 64.6
244.3 ± 66.6
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Comparisons with UM: Tc(K)
Apr-Sep OE(ATSR-2) UM
20N-20S 224.2 ± 13.2 226.0 ± 14.6

223.9 ± 13.3 225.2 ± 14.720N-0
225.0 ± 12.9 228.9 ± 13.80-20S

OE(ATSR-2) UMOct-Mar
223.2 ± 13.5 225.2 ± 16.120N-20S
225.9 ± 12.9 224.9 ± 16.220N-0
221.5 ± 13.6 225.4 ± 16.20-20S
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Summary
1. A representative and consistent set of cirrus cloud single-scattering properties and 
rigorous quality control has been applied to retrievals of De and estimations of IWP over 61 
cases of deep convective ice cloud located mostly in the equatorial oceanic regions. 
Retrievals were constrained within the optical thickness range 1 <  τ < 50.

2. No simple deterministic relationship between De and Tc has been 
found. This is a result of the high degree of variability shown by retrievals 
of De, which depend on the local environment encompassing such 
physical effects as differing microphysical processes and large-scale 
dynamics. However, larger ice crystals are more often associated with 
warmer temperatures but such a relationship is gross.
3. De and IWP generally decrease with distance from the convective cent
4. The decay of the normalised De and IWP follow simple exponential 
scaling laws.
5.Differences between OE (ATSR-2) and  Rayleigh method (POLDER) are 

within 20 hPa in three cases and well within 50 hPa in all five cases and in 
77.9% of all cases the parallax method is within 50 hpa of OE. The UM 
climatology as regards Pc and Tc is in good agreement with the ATSR-2 
(OE) climatology.
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